
Group Y Math-M-Addicts Entrance Exam 2015 – 2016 

Instructions: A perfect solution to each problem below is worth 10 points. A score of 40 or more will 
guarantee admission to group S, though depending on the submitted tests, the cutoff for admission may 
be lower. Students must work on the problems on their own and not receive any help; students 
suspected of cheating will be disqualified. Please justify all your answers; partial credit may be given for 
incomplete solutions.  

Good luck!  

Student’s Name: _______________________________  

 

Problem 1.  A book has 120 pages numbered 1,2,3,…, 120. How many times is the digit “9” used in page 
numbers?  

Problem 2.  A box contains 100 balls. They are colored red, white and blue. Emily is picking the balls 
from the box without looking. What is the smallest number of balls she can take to be absolutely sure 
there would be 20 balls of the same color among the ones picked?  

Problem 3.  There are two water bottles; one of them can hold 8 quarts of water and the other can hold 
5 quarts. You are on the shore of a lake. How can you use these bottles to get exactly 7 quarts of water 
in the bigger bottle?  

Problem 4.  Show how the 1x1 cells of a square 6x6 can be colored in 3 colors so that each cell shares a 
side with exactly one cell of the other two colors. (So if the colors are red, white and blue, and you have 
a white cell somewhere, it must have exactly one blue and one red neighbor.) No cell is allowed to be 
missing a color – all 36 cells need to be colored.  

Problem 5.  Dan knows four numbers that add up to 99. If you multiply the first number by 2, add 2 to 
the second number, divide the third number by 2, and subtract 2 from the last number, you get four 
identical numbers. What are Dan’s numbers?  

Problem 6.  You are given 5 bags of coins. It is known that four of them contain lots of good coins that 
weigh 5 grams each. The fifth bag has fake coins that weigh 4 grams each but look exactly the same as 
good coins. You also have a scale that shows total weight of coins put on it. How can you determine 
which bag contains bad coins in just one trial on this scale? 
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+
Problem+1.+A+book+has+120+pages+numbered+1,2,3,…,+120.+How+many+times+is+the+digit+“9”+used+
in+page+numbers?+
+
Solution:+We+compute+the+answer+directly.++Between+1+and+100,+“9”+appears+as+the+units+digits+
in+10+times+and+as+the+tens+digit+10+times.++After+100,+it+appears+in+109+and+119.++Answer+=+20+++
2+=+22.+
+
+
Problem+2.+A+box+contains+100+balls.+They+are+colored+red,+white+and+blue.+Emily+is+picking+the+
balls+from+the+box+without+looking.+What+is+the+smallest+number+of+balls+she+can+take+to+be+
absolutely+sure+there+would+be+20+balls+of+the+same+color+among+the+ones+picked?+
+
Solution:+If+Emily+picks+57+balls,+she+could+be+unlucky+and+have+19+balls+of+each+of+the+3+colors.++
However,+if+she+picks+58+balls,+she+needs+to+have+at+least+20+balls+of+at+least+one+color+
(otherwise,+she+has+at+most+19+of+each+color,+which+would+be+at+most+57+in+total,+which+would+
be+a+contradiction).++Answer:+58.+
+
+
Problem+3.+There+are+two+water+bottles;+one+of+them+can+hold+8+quarts+of+water+and+the+other+
can+hold+5+quarts.+You+are+on+the+shore+of+a+lake.+How+can+you+use+these+bottles+to+get+exactly+7+
quarts+of+water+in+the+bigger+bottle?+
+
Solution:+The+solution+consists+of+successfully+filling+the+5%quart+bottle,+emptying+it+into+the+8%+
quart+bottle+till+the+latter+gets+full,+emptying+the+8%quart+bottle+into+the+lake+when+it+is+full,+and+
pouring+the+contents+of+the+5%quart+bottle+into+the+8%quart+bottle.++Here+is+a+table+of+what+we+
will+have+in+each+bottle+after+each+step:+
+
+ Step+1+ Step+2+ Step+3+ Step+4+ Step+5+ Step+6+ Step+7+
5%qt+bottle+ 5+ 5+ 2+ 2+ 0+ 5+ 0+

8%qt+bottle+ 0+ 5+ 8+ 0+ 2+ 2+ 7+

+
+
Problem+4.+Show+how+the+1x1+cells+of+a+square+6x6+can+be+colored+in+3+colors+so+that+each+cell+
shares+a+side+with+exactly+one+cell+of+the+other+two+colors.+(So+if+the+colors+are+red,+white+and+
blue,+and+you+have+a+white+cell+somewhere,+it+must+have+exactly+one+blue+and+one+red+
neighbor.)+No+cell+is+allowed+to+be+missing+a+color+–+all+36+cells+need+to+be+colored.+
+
Solution:+We+enclose+one+such+coloring+using+the+colors+of+red,+white,+
and+blue;+a+good+way+of+attempting+the+problem+is+to+start+from+the+
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corner+and+to+add+colors,+making+decisions+in+line+with+the+restrictions+of+the+problem.+
+
+
Problem+5.+Dan+knows+four+numbers+that+add+up+to+99.+If+you+multiply+the+first+number+by+2,+
add+2+to+the+second+number,+divide+the+third+number+by+2,+and+subtract+2+from+the+last+
number,+you+get+four+identical+numbers.+What+are+Dan’s+numbers?+
+
Solution:+Let+the+4+identical+numbers+in+the+end+all+equal+to+!.++Then+Dan’s+numbers+were+!/2,+
! − 2,+2!,+and+! + 2,+in+that+order.++Adding+them+up,+one+obtains+4.5! = 99,+yielding+! = 22.++
Therefore,+Dan’s+numbers+were+11,+20,+44,+and+24.+++
+
(Note:+the+same+answer+can+be+obtained+using+bars+rather+than+writing+an+equation.)+
+
+
Problem+6.+You+are+given+5+bags+of+coins.+It+is+known+that+four+of+them+contain+lots+of+good+
coins+that+weigh+5+grams+each.+The+fifth+bag+has+fake+coins+that+weigh+4+grams+each+but+look+
exactly+the+same+as+good+coins.+You+also+have+a+scale+that+shows+total+weight+of+coins+put+on+it.+
How+can+you+determine+which+bag+contains+bad+coins+in+just+one+trial+on+this+scale?+
+
Solution:+One+solution+is+to+pick+1+coin+from+bag+one,+2+coins+from+bag+two,+and+so+on,+and+put+
all+those+coins+on+the+scale.++If+all+coins+were+authentic,+the+total+weight+of+the+pile+would+have+
been+5+*+(1+++2+++3+++4+++5)+=+75+grams,+but+because+one+bag+has+lighter+coins,+the+total+weight+
will+be+lower.++One+can+see+that+if+the+pile+weighs+74+grams,+the+first+bag+contains+fake+coins.++
Similarly,+if+the+pile+weighs+73+grams,+the+second+bag+contains+fake+coins,+and+so+on.+(In+general,+
if+the+bag+weighs+75,– ,.+grams,+then+bag+.+has+fake+coins.)+


